Who do we want to appoint to this post?

We want an individual who is an outstanding practitioner who is excited and inspired by Humanities and who can pass enthusiasm onto our students.

We are looking for someone who will support the department in its continual development and success. The successful candidate will be part of an already established team and it is hoped that they will bring something new to that team.

We seek to appoint someone who will actively contribute to collaborative teaching and learning within the department and contribute to wider school opportunities and extra curricular activities.

Our Staff

Mrs Kay Gray - Curriculum Leader
Mrs Amy Hardwick - ACL/Geography Specialist
Mrs Joanne O’Donnell - Geography/Sociology Specialist
Mr Darren Parr - Geography Specialist
Mr Paul Johnson - Assistant Headteacher/History Specialist
Mr Ross Marley - History Specialist
Mr Alex Clifford - History Specialist
Miss Alex Blythe - History Specialist
The Humanities department at Churchill aims to instil in students the belief that our subjects are relevant, exciting and will enable them to develop skills that are essential for success across subjects and in the world of work.

In joining the department you would play an essential role in supporting the development of Teaching and Learning across Humanities and would benefit from a truly collaborative approach to planning and sharing of resources. All staff are committed to developing outstanding teaching and supporting our students to achieve their best.